We are looking for 6 motivated and reliable

**Student Assistants (~ 9 h /week)**

**Start:** as soon as possible  
**Duration:** ~ 3 months (flexible working time)

**Task:** Support us in visual data annotation. Your work will be to manually label 3D point clouds (roads, sidewalk, Trees, etc → see picture).

Working hours are flexible, but the labeling has to be done on place in our office (Endenicher Allee 19A), unless you have a Linux computer with a very strong GPU (>= 4GB) at home.

Computer science / computer vision / computer gaming background is a plus.

The position is open for Bachlor (SHK) and Master students (WHF).

**Contact:**  
Martin Garbade  
garbade@iai.uni-bonn.de  
Subject: [point-labeling]  
Demo-video (10xspeed): https://youtu.be/SG7ZSoL8Ico